
From the Desk of : 
Rabi-Kohan Shalomim Y. Halahawi MD(AM), Ph.D, D.Div. ORT,  M.A HebEd. 
 
Shalom to all who read this letter friends and foes alike, 
 
I am writing to express a change in plans and implementation of  Kohanim and 
Rabbinical methods of ministry in which I currently occupy. 
 
Although the Almighty Yahwah and the Ruwah Qodesh has blessed me since my youth 
with a powerful prophetic styled Ministry, which is not exclusive to prophecy (which is 
really not the essence of prophetic ministry in the first place), I am immediately changing 
my focus from giving prophetic warnings based on the Word of Yahwah I have received 
in the Past. I have given and provided enough writings and postings concerning specific 
things for those interested to read, yet the response to such warning is superiorly poor, or 
misread and mis-interpreted by the dull-witted, condemned by unlearned people who 
have the slightest clue on how to judge anything rightly or just looked at and talked about 
by even the closest of colleagues as if it’s a television show or newspaper advertisement, 
without the intent of buying.  
 
The American culture and way of life has been so heavily imbedded into the intended 
audience, namely the black Hebrew Israelites(both wanna be Torah only’s and  
Messianics) and  African Americans, that the teaching of true and more authentic Hebrew 
Ways of life and Spirituality from the East are impossible to instill into the slave in peace 
and with reciprocal respect as long as he lives on the plantation of the American soil with 
the American mentality and way of life.  
 
With the exception of a few Real Communities (i.e Ben Ammi and Cohen Michael Ben 
Levi’s community in Guyana) I have come to believe that the Black Hebrew Israelite 
movement in America has been such an insult to the building of the Kingdom of Yahwah 
and the representation of Yahwah  and Ancient Hebrew Truth . It is so shameful , 
embarrassing and degrading  that most would rather listen to ill equipped, non formally 
trained would be leaders who just woke up one day and stated they received a revelation 
to be a self-proclaimed Moreh, prophet or started a radio show to promote closed minded 
historical and spiritual  garbage, further damaging the already damaged and meek, than to 
humble themselves and at least submit to trained, well equipped, anointed leaders who 
can effectively gather and lead them(and there are a few out there). They rather spend all 
their money on in-effective conferences and fight each other, insult each other through 
email, internet or through other modes of communication than invest into their future as a 
people…  Most are full of sickness, diseases and die horrible deaths and gloat in it as a 
curse of duet 28, which they use to justify and identity themselves as being Israelites(the 
curse part only)… Most are very ignorant of  Hebrew history, what constitutes Israelite 
(not jewish or Christian) scriptures and writings and knowledge of the practices of 
everyday Hebrew community culture, customs, marriages etc….  Many of the women are 
either outspoken, imprinted with rage, insecurity and jealousies or are being oppressed, 
exploited and abused by their so called husband. Many others are just unchaste and loose 
and on the tip of being possessed with the Demonic Spirit of Jezebel. A sickness of 



dysfunctionalism, Yet Many will Boast and Argue vehemently in their very ignorance 
and don’t mind looking like fools doing it….. Very few reflect a light of Truth that any 
other Nation or people would dare look to in place of their own culture and spirituality, or 
for solutions to everyday family, community or National problems.. A great portion of 
the Black Hebrew Israelites actually should be put on the terrorist list for future intentions 
if they ever were to build a Nation, as the Hebrew Nation from the current state of mind 
of the Black Hebrew Israelites, would be an oppressive, barbaric terrorist nation, 
probably worse than America, Iraq and even the African Darfur crisis.    
 
There are probably more divisive philosophies and groups in black American Hebrewism 
than the 500 denominations of Christianity. The mentality and actions speak saying, 
“everyman for himself” or “you are my brother as long as your doctrine is my doctrine.”  
 
There are so many negative and destructive stigmas associated with the black Hebrew 
Israelites in America, as with the word “JEW”, that it is virtually harmful using the term 
or being associated with such a movement while at the same time doing Effective and 
anointed Hebrew Ministry and reaching out to people and doing works for the well being 
and uplifting of all peoples to the true Glory and Honor of Yahwah… 
 
As many know, I was born and raised an Israelite, from the Tribe of lewy, yet from an 
Eastern and more ancient path as with the Israelite people of the East, in whom I identify 
with more-so than with Black Hebrew Israelite philosophy and Religion, which in truth is 
a hybrid of European Jewish styled Religion.  I did not come into contact with the Black 
Israelite Movement in America until 1999. 
 
I love my Cultural and Spiritual inheritance as an Eastern Israelite and Son of Abraham, 
Issaac, Jacob and Levy and would never deny it or trade it in for anything else(including 
hybrid black hebrew religion) as my primary culture or identity because this is who my 
Creator Yahwah made me and blessed me to be. And for that I am Free. 
 
As for me being a Kohan and Rabbi, I plan to accomplish everything I was anointed for, 
but I also plan to change my methods of how to accomplish them.  After much prayer and 
thought and meditating in Yahwahs Word and will, I have decided to let the black 
Hebrew Israelites be as they are and as they want to be in the mess they are in.  I am 
shifting my focus to Socio-Spiritual  Hebrew teachings and  focusing on finding solutions 
to better this world through family,  community and holistic  building, Inter-faith 
dialogue, inter-cultural correspondents and relationships and socio-political works.  To do 
this effectively I must further disassociate my Ministry, Businesses and Public dealings 
from the black Hebrew Israelite movement in America and any other people, 
organizations or religious associations that promote hate, tyranny and Inter-cultural 
intolerance and division.  I will however deal with certain Hebrew Individuals on a case 
by case basis as the Ruwah Qodesh allows. But I will not tolerate any low standards and 
foolishiness. 
 
We shall be known as the  Edenic Hebrews, Benay Yisrael, Essenes, Netzarim or simply  
Yisraelite, but never  by the combo name of Hebrew Israelite, because of the Stigma, and 



if questioned we must make it clear that there is no affiliations with the Black Hebrew 
Israelite Movement (As I didn’t come out of that movement in the 1st place) and that the 
two are not the same in Spirit….. We will also slowly remove that term from our website 
articles or writings that we ourselves write. We also seek to find those True Israelites of 
Spirit and ingraft them into our Works and Kingdom to bring them closer to the Ancient 
Spiritual Heritage and Cultural practices of our Forefathers who truly worshipped 
Yahwah 
 
My focus and my efforts will be issues and building outside of America and therefore no 
investments will be made on American soil for anything, including  Local Ministry, 
except for  personal business… Traveling Ministry opportunities will be accepted and 
performed on a case by case basis…Now should a meek one awake at anytime in 
America and abroad and desire to submit themselves to Truth and to the Kingdom, we 
will not reject or forsake them, but will only nurture them if they show a humble and 
meek spirit and submit themselves as disciples(talmidim) to our Leadership and 
Governmental Ministry and invest into the vision that Yahwah has for the Ministry as we 
also invest into them.… 
 
So while I will be operating in my prophetic ministry as a Rabi-Kohan, I will not be 
giving any other warnings or disputing any other doctrines or errors of the  Black Hebrew 
Israelites and of the mess they make/made, unless Yahwah specifically tells me.. What I 
have said, I have said. What I have done, I have done and what I teach according to 
Hebrew History, Law, spirituality and Culture, I will teach even more according to the 
Spirit and the Ancient Eastern Way and I do not apologize to anyone or recant anything 
because I meant everything I have said and teach and I take my position and calling as a 
Rabbi and Kohan very seriously…. And will continue to do so… 
 
Some of you will understand, some won’t, but I have made my decisions and believe this 
will enhance my effectiveness as a Kohan internationally and also relieve myself of  
associations with unnecessary  foolishness and madness as it now exists with the Black 
Hebrew Israelites of America… 
 
May Yahwah bring all who are Sons and Daughters of Light in Spirit together for the 
Building of the True Edenic Kingdom… a Kingdom without Borders!!!! 
 
Shalom Aliekom, aliekom shalom, 
Kohan Shalomim Y. Halahawi 


